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Reederei Direkt-Angebote
ab-bis Hafen für individuelle
Planungen
alle Abfahrten der Saison inkl.
englischsprachiger Termine
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AVAILABILITY REPORT MV VILLA
Days/nights

Cabin A

Cabin B

Cabin C

Cabin A

A suite with 2 lower twin beds, en suite toilet and shower, sitting area and window.

Natural Wonders Photo Tour

Itinerary name

Period
2022 Rates

9/8

€9,300

€8,800

€8,300

Cabin B

A twin cabin with bunk beds, sink, wardrobe, seating, window and en suite bathroom

Natural Wonders Photo Tour

2022 Rates

9/8

€9,300

€8,800

€8,300

Cabin C

A twin cabin with bunk beds, sink, wardrobe, seating, window and shared toilet and bathroom

Natural Wonders Cruise

2022 Rates

9/8

€8,900

€8,500

€8,100

Natural Wonders Cruise

2022 Rates

10/9

€9,900

€9,400

€8,900

Days/nights

Cabin A

Cabin B

Cabin C

Depart

Arrive

Itinerary name

Places available
Thu

9th May

Sat

17th May 2022

Natural Wonders Photo Tour

9/8

0

2

0

Fri

17th May

Sat

25th May 2022

Natural Wonders Photo Tour

9/8

0

0

0

Sat

31st May

Sat

8th June 2022

Natural Wonders Cruise

9/8

0

0

6

Mon

15th July

Fri

24th July 2022

Natural Wonders Cruise

10/9

0

0

2+1F

1F - space for female available
1M - space for male available
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NANSEN
POLAR
EXPEDITIONS

N

ansen Polar Expeditions is an industry-leading provider of custom polar
adventures and logistics, from coordinating small-group expeditions
or private luxury cruises, to servicing film & science crews.

With the combination of our expert knowledge of remote areas, over 30 years of operational
experience amongst our team, and using MS Villa as our well-suited expedition platform,
we execute world-class, tailor-made experiences for a wide range of clients.

Our Yacht. Our Team. Your Expedition.

Our Yacht

MS

Villa was built-to-order for the Norwegian
Coastal Administration. Prior to February 2019,
her mission was to service lighthouses and buoys along the
rough Norwegian coast. Rugged yet luxurious, MS Villa is
the perfect blend of a working vessel and expedition platform.

The bridge on MS Villa is the heart of our operation,
featuring modern and reliable electronics and navigational
equipment for polar expeditions. The bridge also serves as
an excellent vantage point for guides and guests to scout for
wildlife, with the large bank of windows providing observers
with 180° views.
 MS Villa boasts 120m² of above-deck space and 160m² of
space below-decks; the 10-ton crane can operate in both areas.
This allows for ample storage and protection of sensitive
equipment in a dry environment. As an ice-strengthened ship
(ice class B), with an installed ice keel and ice propeller, MS
Villa is designed to operate in icy waters.

All guest accommodations has been completely redesigned
in 2020 with expedition operations and comfort in mind – the
spacious cabins are equipped with multiple 230V electrical
sockets for all photography and videography recharging needs.
As expedition professionals, we know that food is an
important part of any polar adventure! Our Chef will prepare
and serve high-quality meals with global flavours that will
please any palate.
Whether it is an expedition with private clients or a film
contract, MS Villa is a very flexible ship. We look forward to
exceeding your expectations.

All guest accommodations has
been completely redesigned in
2020 with expedition operations
and comfort in mind

ACCOMMODATIONS

CHARTERS

Guest Staterooms: 6 / Total Guests (sleeping): 12

Length / Beam / Draft
41.8M / 10M / 3.85M

Fuel Consumption
120L/HR

Tonnage: 554

Fuel Capacity
100,000L

Single Cabin Charter
Book our advertised expeditions individually.
Private Charter
Charter the entire ship for a tailor-made
expedition with our experienced team.
Sub Charter
Charter the entire ship with her crew with or without guides.
Film and Science
Charter the entire ship to use as a platform
for film and science projects.

Range
approx 8000NM

EQUIPMENT

SPECIFICATIONS

Built: 1975
Builder
Sigbjørn Mekaniske, Norway

Flag: Norway
Hull Construction
Steel

Number of Crew
7/8 + expedition team

Engine
WICHMANN AX-5
(1 x 1000KW with
controllable pitch propeller)

Ice Class: ICE-B
Cruising Speed: 10KT

Generators
2x volvo, 1x scania
Bow Thruster
1 x 300KW

Water capacity
38,000L
Communications
Inmarsat C, Iridium/satellite
telephone, GMDSS
Zodiac tenders
2x MK IV with Yamaha
4-stroke engines
Dive compressor

Shower

DECK 1

DECK 2

Our Team

AUDUN LIE DAHL
Expedition Leader

MARTIN ENCKELL
Expedition Leader
Martin is BBC’s “expert advisor” in
TV shows filmed in remote parts
of the polar regions and has worked
every year in the Arctic and Antarctica
since 1999. As an Expedition Leader,
divemaster, zodiac driver and private
guide, he spends most of his time
out in the field. In the Arctic, Martin
has explored Svalbard, Greenland’s
West and East coasts, the Canadian
Arctic, Franz Josef Land, Novaya
Semlja, the White Sea and the Sea
of Okhotsk in the Russian Arctic.

Audun has been arranging and
leading tours all around the world
since 2010, focusing on the colder
regions such as Svalbard, Arctic
Norway and Antarctica. In more
recent years, Audun has been
renowned as one of the premier
wildlife photographers in the
world, and awarded accolades
such as GDT European Wildlife
Photographer of the Year,
NHM Wildlife Photographer
of the Year and Nature’s Best.

ESPEN LIE DAHL
Expedition Leader
Espen is an avid birder and renowned
wildlife photographer, winning
multiple international awards in
recent years. With a PhD in biology,
Espen has considerable knowledge
of the environment in the remote
areas our expeditions go to.

DAGFINN LIEN
Technical Superintendent
Dagfinn started his career as an
engineer in cruise tourism at an
early age. In recent years, he has
built his own company that runs
special assignments for the electrical
industry at sea, using cables and
power lines. Dagfinn also has a
fleet in the salmon industry.

JOJO PERSSON
Director of Operations
Jojo is an expedition operations
specialist from Sweden with over
15 years of experience in luxury
hospitality. Over the years, Jojo has
coordinated expeditions unique to
the industry all over the world, from
Antarctica to the Arctic, and across
multiple remote tropical destinations.
Jojo is an expert problem-solver
and the heart of all expeditions.

Your Expedition

E x p e d i t i o n s I n Sva l b a r d
Svalbard Adventure / Ultimate Svalbard / Svalbard Southbound

S

valbard is the Norwegian archipelago
between mainland Norway and the North
Pole. It was discovered by Willem Barentsz in
1596 and is approximately 600 miles (965
kilometres) from the North Pole and 400
miles (644 kilometres) north of Norway.
With a land area of 24,721 mi² or 39,784
km² and with 60% of the land covered in ice,
Svalbard is considered the largest wilderness
area in Europe. Spread across four settlements

(Longyearbyen being the largest), it has a
population of 2,600.
Expedition mode begins as soon as we depart
Longyearbyen – your Expedition Leader and
Captain will determine the route based on
wildlife, weather, and ice conditions. MS Villa
is an excellent platform for photographing the
stunning scenery as we sail towards the pack
ice in search of seabirds, seals, whales, and, of
course, the King of the Arctic… the polar bear.

Join your Expedition Guides on Zodiac cruises
and on shore landings to explore, view wildlife
and visit historic sites. With a maximum group
size of 12 guests, we can mobilize quickly and
easily take advantage of any wildlife-viewing
opportunities that present themselves ashore
or in the Zodiacs. This enables us to easily
maximize your Svalbard experience!

Svalbard Adventure
eight days / from nok 49 900
•
•

•

•
•
•

Expedition activities (Zodiac
cruises, shore landings, hikes)
Professional guides with
lectures and hands-on,
in-field tutorials
Breakfast, lunch and dinner
(welcome day is dinner only;
final day is breakfast only)
Welcome cocktail; wine
with the farewell dinner
Laundry facilities
Daily cabin housekeeping
and turn-down service

Ultimate Svalbard
11 days / from nok 70 900
•
•

•

•
•
•

Expedition activities (Zodiac
cruises, shore landings, hikes)
Professional guides with
lectures and hands-on,
in-field tutorials
Breakfast, lunch and dinner
(welcome day is dinner only;
final day is breakfast only)
Welcome cocktail; wine
with the farewell dinner
Laundry facilities
Daily cabin housekeeping
and turn-down service

Svalbard Southbound
eight days / from nok 49 900
•
•

•

•
•
•

Expedition activities (Zodiac
cruises, shore landings, hikes)
Professional guides with
lectures and hands-on,
in-field tutorials
Breakfast, lunch and dinner
(welcome day is dinner only;
final day is breakfast only)
Welcome cocktail; wine
with the farewell dinner
Laundry facilities
Daily cabin housekeeping
and turn-down service

2022 Svalbard Adventure: 8 days
From 62 000 NOK
Per guest

Svalbard is the Norwegian archipelago between mainland Norway and the
North Pole. It was discovered by Willem Barentsz in 1596 and is
approximately 600 miles (965 kilometres) from the North Pole and 400 miles
(644 kilometres) north of Norway. With a land area of 24,721 mi² or 39,784
km² and with 60% of the land covered in ice, Svalbard is considered the
largest wilderness area in Europe. Spread across four settlements
(Longyearbyen being the largest), it has a population of 2,600.
Expedition mode begins as soon as we depart Longyearbyen – your
Expedition Leader and Captain will determine the route based on wildlife,
weather, and ice conditions. MV Villa is an excellent platform for
photographing the stunning scenery as we sail towards the pack ice in search
of seabirds, seals, whales, and, of course, the King of the Arctic… the polar
bear.
Join your Expedition Guides on Zodiac cruises and on shore landings to
explore, view wildlife and visit historic sites. With a maximum group size of 12
guests, we can mobilize quickly and easily take advantage of any wildlifeviewing opportunities that present themselves ashore or in the Zodiacs. This
enables us to easily maximize your Svalbard experience!

DAY 1: LONGYEARBYEN
Meet your dedicated expedition team and crew at the dock in Longyearbyen
at 16:00hrs, where you will embark MV Villa and make yourself at home. After
you are settled in your cabin, we will conduct the mandatory safety briefing
before we sail out from Adventfjorden into Isfjorden. Enjoy the open decks
before a welcome dinner is served in the dining room. Your adventure has
just begun!
DAY 2-7: EXPLORE THE ARCHIPELAGO
We will be in full expedition mode, exploring the archipelago and taking
advantage of all that Svalbard has to offer. Weather and ice conditions will
determine the route and your Expedition Leader will keep you updated on the
plan throughout your days onboard. On the final day we return to
Longyearbyen to celebrate our shared adventures and dock for the night.
Below is an example of what an expedition can look like.
Adventfjorden: As we leave Longyearbyen we will travel through Isfjorden
and explore a side fjord before sailing north during the night.
Northwest Corner: Sail through the northwest corner of Spitsbergen and
explore with Zodiacs and landings.
Explore the Pack Ice: Search for wildlife and find that perfect spot for a polar
plunge!
Hinlopen Strait: The strait that separate east from west of the Svalbard
archipelago offers an abundance of hikes, bird cliffs, and spectacular scenery.
Liefdefjorden: We will explore deep into the fjord of love and might reach the
mighty Monaco glacier.

Kongsfjorden: Hiking, glacier cruising, wildlife watching or visiting some of
the historic sites of Svalbard are all possibilities here.
Isfjorden: Explore the fjord delta throughout the day and arrive into
Longyearbyen in the evening.
DAY 8: LONGYEARBYEN
Enjoy a final breakfast together as we arrive to Longyearbyen, our final
destination where we bid you farewell for disembarkation.
INCLUDED:
Expedition activities (Zodiac cruises, shore landings, hikes)
Professional guides with lectures and hands-on, in-field tutorials
Breakfast, lunch and dinner (welcome day is dinner only; final day is
breakfast only)
Welcome cocktail; wine with the farewell dinner
Laundry facilities
Daily cabin housekeeping and turn-down service
EXCLUDED:
Travel to and from starting point in Longyearbyen, Svalbard
Taxes, levies, insurance, VISA fee, immigration duties or other travel services
(where applicable)
Personal items such as expedition clothing
Alcoholic beverages
Crew gratuities
Solo Traveller?
(Our single supplement rate is x 1.8).
DEPARTURE:
2 May, 2022
Valid days for arrival: Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun

2022 Ultimate Svalbard: 10 days
From 78 500 NOK
Per guest

Svalbard is the Norwegian archipelago between mainland Norway and the
North Pole. It was discovered by Willem Barentsz in 1596 and is
approximately 600 miles (965 kilometres) from the North Pole and 400 miles
(644 kilometres) north of Norway. With a land area of 24,721 mi² or 39,784
km² and with 60% of the land covered in ice, Svalbard is considered the
largest wilderness area in Europe. Spread across four settlements
(Longyearbyen being the largest), it has a population of 2,600.
Expedition mode begins as soon as we depart Longyearbyen – your
Expedition Leader and Captain will determine the route based on wildlife,
weather, and ice conditions. MV Villa is an excellent platform for
photographing the stunning scenery as we sail towards the pack ice in search
of seabirds, seals, whales, and, of course, the King of the Arctic… the polar
bear.
Join your Expedition Guides on Zodiac cruises and on shore landings to
explore, view wildlife and visit historic sites. With a maximum group size of 12
guests, we can mobilize quickly and easily take advantage of any wildlifeviewing opportunities that present themselves ashore or in the Zodiacs. This
enables us to easily maximize your Svalbard experience!

DAY 1: LONGYEARBYEN
Meet your dedicated expedition team and crew at the dock in Longyearbyen
at 16:00hrs, where you will embark MV Villa and make yourself at home. After
you are settled in your cabin, we will conduct the mandatory safety briefing
before we sail out from Adventfjorden into Isfjorden. Enjoy the open decks
before a welcome dinner is served in the dining room. Your adventure has
just begun!
DAY 2-9: EXPLORE THE ARCHIPELAGO
We will be in full expedition mode, exploring the archipelago and taking
advantage of all that Svalbard has to offer. Weather and ice conditions will
determine the route and your Expedition Leader will keep you updated on the
plan throughout your days onboard. On the final day we return to
Longyearbyen to celebrate our shared adventures and dock for the night.
Below is an example of what an expedition can look like.
Adventfjorden: As we leave Longyearbyen we will travel through Isfjorden
and explore a side fjord before sailing north during the night.
Northwest Corner: Sail through the northwest corner of Spitsbergen, named
after its sharp mountain peaks, and explore with Zodiacs and landings.
Seven Islands: The northern most land mass in Svalbard which is an
exciting group of islands that never disappoints. Close to the pack ice, they
serve as a gateway for wildlife living in the ice.

Explore the Pack Ice: Sail towards the North Pole pack ice and search for
wildlife. Depending on the ice we will explore into it or follow the ice edge and
find that perfect spot for a polar plunge!
White Island: The most easterly island on Svalbard is White island. An ice
cap covers most of the island and the few exposed places are home to polar
bears and walrus. We hope to Zodiac cruise this amazing island that became
the last resting place of the Swedish explorer Salomon August Andrée who
tried to cross the North Pole in a hydrogen balloon.
Bråsvellbreen & Hinlopen Strait: Sail along the ice wall of the third largest
ice cap in the world hoping to get close to the famous Bråsvellbreen with its
majestic waterfalls. We continue into Hinlopen Strait that separates the west
island from the North Austland. Hinlopen offers beautiful hiking and Zodiac
cruising affording you endless opportunities.
Liefdefjorden: We will explore deep into the fjord of love and might reach the
mighty Monaco glacier. The side fjords and small groups of islands offers a
perfect stop for a hike or a Zodiac cruise that will impress even the most
experienced adventurer.
Raudfjorden & Magdalenafjorden: On our way west the stunning
Raudfjorden might be a good place for an outing. Beaches and glaciers make
up for a perfect scenary in our continuous search for wildlife. One of the most
scenic fjords is Magdalenafjorden, where walrus often inhabit in the small
bays.
Kongsfjorden: Known as the Kings fjord, any visitor will soon know why. At
the end the mighty Kings glacier stands, next to is the mountain peaks known
as the tree crowns (Svea, Nora and Dana) considered by many as some of
the most beautiful of mountain peaks. Kongs fjord offer beautiful hiking in lush
terrain where we might come across reindeer, ptarmigan or the arctic fox.
Isfjorden: Explore some of Isfjordens many side fjords. A fjord delta that
despite it’s the closest to human civilization in Svalbard it is home to great
wildlife. The warm waters of the Gulf stream make the vegetation lush and we
will spend the day Zodiac cruising the glacier fronts, hike the hills that are old
ocean floors known to be one of the most dense dinosaur fossil ground in the
world.
DAY 10: LONGYEARBYEN
Enjoy a final breakfast together as we arrive to Longyearbyen, our final
destination where we bid you farewell for disembarkation.
INCLUDED:
Expedition activities (Zodiac cruises, shore landings, hikes)
Professional guides with lectures and hands-on, in-field tutorials
Breakfast, lunch and dinner (welcome day is dinner only; final day is
breakfast only)
Welcome cocktail; wine with the farewell dinner

Laundry facilities
Daily cabin housekeeping and turn-down service
EXCLUDED:
Travel to and from starting point in Longyearbyen, Svalbard
Taxes, levies, insurance, VISA fee, immigration duties or other travel services
(where applicable)
Personal items such as expedition clothing
Alcoholic beverages
Crew gratuities
Solo Traveller?
(Our single supplement rate is x 1.8).
DEPARTURE:
2 August, 2022
Valid days for arrival: Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun

Terms & Conditions
1. Registration
Registration is completed when Nansen Polar Expeditions has received the
deposit payment of 20% of the total cost. NOTE: All reservations are binding.
The second payment of 30% have to be made more than 6 months before
departure and the final payment of 50% must be made no later than 50
business days prior to the scheduled date of departure. The entire
participation fee shall be paid in full within 50 business days in cases where
registration is completed later than 3 months prior to the departure date.
2. Cancellation
Cancellation must be sent as email. If a cancellation is made more than 8
months prior to the scheduled participation, you will be refunded the
participation fee, except the deposit. There will be no refunds made on
cancellations made less than 6 months prior to departure. Be aware that if the
cancellation is made less than 3 months prior to departure and final payment
has not yet been made, you are still obligated to pay the remaining amount as
due. Once the expedition is underway, there shall be no refunds made by
Nansen Polar Expeditions AS. Prices are based upon group participation and
no refunds shall be made on any segments of the program in which you do
not wish to participate. No refunds are made to participants who do not
complete the expedition, regardless of the reason.
3. Trip cancellation and Interruption Insurance
It is strongly advised to purchase trip cancellation and interruption insurance.
This to make sure you get refunded your expedition if you have to cancel.
4. Travel insurance
Travelers must provide personal travel insurance that covers personal
accidents or a medical emergency evacuation in the area you are sailing in.
5. Medical Information
Participation in an expedition with us, requires that you are in generally good
health. It is essential that persons with any medical problems and related
dietary restrictions make them known to us before departure. The expedition
leader has on behalf of Nansen Polar Expeditions AS the right to disqualify
any participant at any time during the tour if he/she feels the participant is
physically incapable and/or if participant will jeopardize either the individual
involved or the group. There will be no refund given under these
circumstances. By forwarding of deposit, the participant clarifies that he/she
does not have any mental, physical or other condition or disability that would
create a hazard for him/herself or other participants.

6. Itinerary Changes and Trip Delay
Nansen Polar Expeditions reserves the right to change itinerary, or
accommodations as conditions warrant. It is understood that such decisions
will be made in the best interests of all passengers and with regards to safety.
These are expeditions to remote parts of the world, and we reserve the right
to change the itinerary due to weather conditions, airline changes, availability
of anchorage, political conditions and other factors beyond our control without
consulting the participants. Participants have no right to any refund or other
considerations in the event of these inevitable itinerary changes. If a trip is
delayed, or the itinerary changed due
to bad weather, road conditions, transportation delays, government
intervention, sickness or other contingency for which Nansen Polar
Expeditions or its agents cannot make provision, the cost of delays or
changes is not included.
7. Itinerary Cancellation
Nansen Polar Expeditions AS reserves the right to cancel or delay and
change an itinerary before departure for any reason whatsoever, including
logistical problems such as strikes, wars, acts of God, or any other
circumstances which may make operation of the trip inadvisable. All trip
payments received will be promptly refunded in such a case, and this refund
will be the limit of Nansen Polar Expeditions liability. Nansen Polar
Expeditions is not responsible for any expenses incurred by trip members in
preparing the trip, including non-refundable or penalty-carrying airline tickets,
special clothing, visa or passport fees or other trip related expenses.
8. Limitations of Liability
In case of a medical problem arising during the voyage, either on board or on
shore, which results in costs for evacuation, use of aircraft or other
transportation, the responsibility for payment of these costs belongs solely to
the passenger. Nansen Polar Expeditions requires that passengers ensure
that such eventualities are covered by travel insurance. If not covered by
travel insurance the responsibility still remains with the passenger.
9. Tour Guarantee
The purchase of package tours in Norway and abroad are governed by the
Norwegian Package Tour Act, which safeguards customers who have
purchased package tours against loss due to bankruptcy, debt settlements or
insolvency on the part of the tour organizer. The Tour Guarantee Fund
refunds advance payments which a customer has paid in the event a tour is
cancelled by the organizer. If a tour is interrupted while underway, the refund
amount shall be equal to that portion of the advance payment for which
performance of services has not been completed. Nansen Polar Expeditions
AS is a member of the Tour Guarantee Fund in Norway, and more information

may be obtained by contacting the Tour Guarantee Fund at Tel: (+47)
51859940 or on www.rgf.no
10. COVID-19 Policy
We are committed to adhere to governmental regulations and
recommendations to offer COVID-19 free expeditions.
Should the expedition be cancelled due to COVID-19 you will be 100%
refunded. Should it be impossible to travel to Norway due to travel
restrictions, or if a quarantine requirement is imposed by the Norwegian
Government you will be 100% refunded or you have the option to postpone to
a later stage when restrictions has been lifted.

Payment
Registration is completed when Nansen Polar Expeditions has received the
deposit payment of 20% of the total cost. NOTE: All reservations are
binding.
The second payment of 30% have to be made more than 6 months before
departure and the final payment of 50% must be made no later than 50
business days prior to the scheduled date of departure. The entire
participation fee shall be paid in full within 50 business days in cases where
registration is completed later than 3 months prior to the departure date.

OFFLINE-KATALOG-ANFORDERUNG
Sehr geehrte Reise-Interessenten. Vielen Dank für Ihr Interesse und den Download eines
digitalen Kataloges im PDF-Format.
Gerne senden wir Ihnen zusätzlich bei weitergehendem Interesse die ausgewählten PDFInhalte als gedruckte Version auf dem Postweg.
Bitte nennen Sie unten den gewünschten Katalog und senden Sie dieses Formular
per Post oder Fax an uns zurück.
Bitte senden Sie mir den aktuellen Katalog für folgendes Schiff/ Tour:

Bitte senden Sie den ausgewählten Katalog an folgende Adresse:
Vorname + Name

Telefonnummer

Strasse + Nr.

Faxnummer

PLZ + Wohnort

e-mail-Adresse

Bitte per Post an:

oder per Fax an 04131-54255
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